
Apocalypse Calculator (V. 1.1.8)

The most useful calculator for when the world goes down

Calculator and slides made 
by Feilwinter



Objective
Basic
- User is able to input required data (Age, Job, Name)
- Can take information to calculate
- Must output the right information

Wanted
- Survey
- Bug fixes
- Make the api more “alive”
- More specific options (ages when not a minor)
- Ability to input multiple people



Deliverables
- Introduction to the program
- Collect their name
- Ask for need variables

- Amount of months of stay
- Hunter, Gatherer, Caregiver, Minor

- Ask age if minor is selected
- Give answer based on calculations

- Gallons of water needed and amount of MREs 
required

- Interact with the user when the AI becomes more lively



Pseudo Code pt.1
Print intro text
Prompt for name

Set variable name to what they entered
Prompt for their type (h, g, c, m)

Set variable type accordingly
Set variables cups of water and calories values based on type
Convert cups to gallons (cups of water x 16 x 30 x months)
Print gallons
Set MREs to (calories / 1250 x months)
Display thank you message
Prompt for final question



Pseudo Code pt.2
If answer is yes:

Print text for the answer
Prompt for response

If response is yes
Print text for GEnd_1

Else if response is no
Print text for GEnd_2

Else if answer is no:
Print text for BEnd

Any other answer:
Print “Please input a valid answer”

End



Flow original and original+features



Issues
- Limited software
- Long else:If chains
- Developing text
- Letting the Ai speak based on answers
- Looping after an improper input



GUI/ The graphics/ The display

User Picked 
“no”

Accepting

Denying

If the user says yes they are 
given the same prompt



My Code



Enhancement
- Attempt to change software

- More executions
- Custom text/font support

- Shorten lines if available

- Translation option
- Patches

- Looping back to another line
- Accounting for capitals in response checking



Advice for inheriting the code

- Get used to very short abbreviations and crossovers
- Keep track of variables
- Read carefully

- Long if and else if statements
- Accept that the code will break

- There are likely still quite a few of errors


